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Abstract

The Bloch-Torrey equation describes the evolution of the spin (usually water

proton) magnetization under the influence of applied magnetic field gradients

and is commonly used in numerical simulations for diffusion MRI and NMR.

Microscopic heterogeneity inside the imaging voxel is modeled by interfaces in-

side the simulation domain, where a discontinuity in the magnetization across

the interfaces is produced via a permeability coefficient on the interfaces. To

avoid having to simulate on a computational domain that is the size of an en-

tire imaging voxel, which is often much larger than the scale of the microscopic

heterogeneity as well as the mean spin diffusion displacement, smaller represen-

tative volumes of the imaging medium can be used as the simulation domain.

In this case, the exterior boundaries of a representative volume either must be

far away from the initial positions of the spins or suitable boundary conditions

must be found to allow the movement of spins across these exterior boundaries.

Many approaches have been taken to solve the Bloch-Torrey equation but

an efficient high performance computing framework is still missing. In this pa-

per, we present formulations of the interface as well as the exterior boundary

conditions that are computationally efficient and suitable for arbitrary order

finite elements and parallelization. In particular, the formulations use extended
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finite elements with weak enforcement of real (in the case of interior interfaces)

and artificial (in the case of exterior boundaries) permeability conditions as

well as operator splitting for the exterior boundary conditions. The method is

straightforward to implement and it is available in the FEniCS for moderate-

scale simulations and in the FEniCS-HPC for large-scale simulations. The order

of accuracy of the resulting method is validated in numerical tests and a good

scalability is shown for the parallel implementation. We show that the simu-

lated dMRI signals offer good approximations to reference signals in cases where

the latter are available and we performed simulations for a realistic model of a

neuron to show that the method can be used for complex geometries.

Highlights:

• The discontinuity in the magnetization across the interior interfaces of

the medium is weakly imposed, allowing generalization to arbitrary order

finite elements.

• Spin exchange across the external boundaries is implemented by weakly

imposing an artificial, high permeability, condition, allowing generaliza-

tion to non-matching meshes.

• Optimal convergence with respect to the space discretization is achieved.

• The second-order Crank-Nicolson method is chosen for time discretization

to reduce oscillations at high gradient strengths and allows for larger time-

step sizes.

• The method is of a high level of simplicity and suitable for parallelization.

• An efficient open-source code is implemented in the FEniCS and FEniCS-

HPC platforms.

Keywords: computational diffusion MRI, Bloch-Torrey equation, extended

finite element, interface conditions, weak pseudo-periodic conditions, FEniCS,

FEniCS-HPC.
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1. Introduction

Diffusion nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and its medical application,

diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), are powerful tools to non-invasively

probe microstructure. Information about the microstructure can be inferred

from the diffusion characteristics of water molecules, reflected in the signal at-5

tenuation of the transverse magnetization in the imaging voxels after the appli-

cation of a sequence of magnetic field gradients called diffusion-encoding gradi-

ents.

The evolution of the complex transverse magnetization can be described by

the Bloch-Torrey equation [1]. Thus, this equation plays a vital role in numeri-10

cal simulation of diffusion MRI and diffusion NMR. Microscopic heterogeneity

inside the imaging voxel is modeled by interfaces inside the simulation domain,

where a discontinuity in the magnetization across the interfaces is produced via

the imposition of a permeability condition.

For simplicity we consider a medium composed of two compartments: Ω =

Ω0 ∪Ω1. We note that each compartment may contain disconnected parts. The

Bloch-Torrey equation for the complex transverse magnetization u(x, t) is

∂u(x, t)

∂t
= −I γf(t) g · xu(x, t) +∇ ·

(
D(x)∇u(x, t)

)
(1)

where I is the complex unit (I2 = −1), γ = 2.67513 × 108 rad s−1T−1 is the

gyromagnetic ratio of the water proton, D(x) is the diffusion tensor, and g =

(g1, · · · , gd) is the diffusion gradient including gradient strength and gradient

direction, d is the space dimension. The temporal profile f(t) can vary for

different applications and the most commonly used diffusion-encoding sequence

is called the pulsed-gradient spin echo (PGSE) sequence [2]. For this sequence,

one can write f(t) in the following way:

f(t) =


1, 0 ≤ t ≤ δ,

−1, ∆ < t ≤ ∆ + δ,

0, otherwise.

(2)
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The quantity δ is the duration of the diffusion-encoding gradient pulse and ∆15

is the time delay between the start of the two pulses.

On the interfaces the magnetization is allowed to be discontinuous via the

use of a permeability coefficient κ:

D0(x)∇u0(x, t) · n0 = −D1(x)∇u1(x, t) · n1 = κ
(
u1(x, t)− u0(x, t)

)
, (3)

where x ∈ Γ = Ω0 ∩ Ω1 and nk is a normal vector pointing outward Ωk.

Concerning the boundary conditions on the exterior boundaries ∂Ω, there

are two options that are very often employed. One is placing the spins to be

simulated sufficiently away from ∂Ω and impose simple boundary conditions on20

∂Ω such as homogeneous Neumann conditions. This supposes that the spins

would have low probability of having arrived at ∂Ω during the diffusion experi-

ment. This will not be discussed further in this paper since such boundaries are

easy to implement.

Another option is to place the spins anywhere desired, but to assume that

Ω is repeated periodically in all space directions to fill Rd, for example, Ω =∏d
i=1[ai, bi]. Under this assumption of periodic continuation of the geometry,

the magnetization satisfies pseudo-periodic boundary conditions on ∂Ω

um = use
I θi(t),

D∇um · n = D∇us · n eI θi(t),
(4)

where

um = u(x, t)|xi=ai
, us = u(x, t)|xi=bi

∇um · n = ∇u(x, t) · n
∣∣∣∣
xi=ai

, ∇us · n = ∇u(x, t) · n
∣∣∣∣
xi=bi

and

θi(t) := γ gi (bi − ai)F(t), i = 1, · · · , d, F(t) =

t∫
0

f(s) ds.

Here we use ‘m’ and ‘s’ to indicate master and slave components of the pseudo-25

periodic boundary conditions. The master-slave method corresponds to the

standard implementation of the conditions.
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The MRI signal S is the total transverse magnetization u(x, t) over Ω mea-

sured at the echo time T

S =

∫
x∈Ω

u(x, T ) dx (5)

The signal is usually plotted against the gradient strength q = ‖g‖ or a quantity

called the b-value which is defined as the following

b = γ2‖g‖2
T∫

0

( t∫
0

f(s) ds

)
dt. (6)

For the PGSE, it is

b = γ2‖g‖2δ2

(
∆− δ

3

)
. (7)

Solving the complete model, i.e., Eqs. (1, 3, 4), is challenging and many

efforts have been made. In [3, 4, 5] a simplifying assumption called the nar-

row pulse approximation was used, where the pulse duration δ was assumed30

to be much smaller than the delay between pulses ∆. This assumption allows

the solution of the diffusion equation instead of the more complicated Bloch-

Torrey equation. More generally, numerical methods to solve the Bloch-Torrey

equation with arbitrary temporal profiles have been proposed in [6, 7, 8, 9]. The

computational domain is discretized either by a Cartesian grid [6, 10, 7] or finite35

elements [3, 4, 5, 8, 9]. The unstructured mesh of a finite element discretiza-

tion appeared to be better than a Cartesian grid in both geometry description

and signal approximation [8]. For time discretization, both explicit and implicit

methods have been used. In [5] a second order implicit time-stepping method

called the generalized α−method [11] was used to allow for high frequency en-40

ergy dissipation. An adaptive explicit Runge-Kutta Chebyshev (RKC) method

of second order was used in [7, 8]. It has been theoretically proven that the

RKC allows for a much larger time-step compared to the standard explicit Eu-

ler method [12]. There is an example showing that the RKC method is faster

than the implicit Euler method in [8]. Recently, the Crank-Nicolson method45

(CN) was used in [9] to also allow for second order convergence in time.
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The jump conditions (Eq. 3) were treated differently in previous works.

An average diffusion coefficient was introduced to approximate the permeabil-

ity condition at the interfaces in [7]. The matrices for jump conditions were

explicitly calculated and imposed directly in the stiffness matrix for linear finite50

elements in [8]. It was generalized to allow higher orders in [9].

To mimic the phenomenon where the water molecules can enter and exit

the computational domain, the pseudo-periodic boundary conditions were im-

plemented in [6, 7, 8]. The boundary conditions are strongly enforced on spe-

cially generated meshes where the nodes on the opposite faces should match55

each other. To generalize such an approach to more realistic problems is chal-

lenging due to several reasons. First, generating periodic unstructured meshes

for biological tissues is difficult in general, given that often the biological cells

themselves cut the exterior boundaries in a non-periodic fashion. Therefore, to

simulate on more realistic geometries, the pseudo-periodic boundary conditions60

must be able to be imposed on non-periodic meshes. The weak imposition of the

periodic boundary conditions for flow problems was considered in [13, 14, 15]

where either the Lagrange multipliers are discretized with piecewise polynomials

or the displacement is interpolated by polynomials. This allows for imposing

the periodic boundary conditions on arbitrary meshes. Although these methods65

are efficient, the finite element matrices need to be constructed in a special way

in the implementation. Thus, they are less preferable in terms of parallelization.

A high performance computing framework was proposed in [16] for large-

scale simulations of diffusion MRI on supercomputers. Since the pseudo-periodic

boundary conditions were very complicated to parallelize in that framework, we70

approximated them by using an artificial permeability at the external bound-

aries. The framework shows good parallel scalability but the time-step size

needed to be quite small at high permeability to fulfill the CFL constraint. Also,

the implementation is complicated by a large number of MPI communications.

This paper can be thought of as a continuation of the HPC framework with75

significant improvements to simplify the implementation and increase the ef-

ficiency. Many choices have been made for this purpose. First, we adapt an
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extended finite element method proposed in [17] to weakly enforce the interface

and external boundary conditions. Thus, no explicit MPI communications are

needed to impose the permeability condition. It also allows for easy generaliza-80

tion to arbitrary order finite elements, in contrast to [8, 9]. Second, we use the

CN method as the time stepping method (as in [9]) as well as operator splitting,

so as to produce an unconditionally stable scheme even in the presence of a large

artificial permeability at the external boundaries.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a simple idea85

about an L2-projection of a discontinuous function using a continuous function

space. Following this simple idea, in Section 3, we introduce an extended fi-

nite element method for the Bloch-Torrey equation where the jump conditions

are imposed directly to the weak forms. We go into more details in Section 4

about the space-time discretization where the θ−method is used as the time90

discretization. In Section 5, we discuss the implementation of the artificial

boundary conditions on the external boundaries using a large artificial perme-

ability coefficient. In Section 6 we describe the FEniCS implementation as a

serial branch for moderate-scale simulations and the FEniCS-HPC as a high

performance branch with a good scalability. In Section 7, numerical results are95

presented concerning the choice of the time stepping method, the choice of the

artificial permeability coefficient on the external boundaries, the convergence

and scalability of the overall numerical method, ending with a large-scale simu-

lations of a pyramidal neuron to show that the method can be used to simulate

diffusion MRI on complex geometries.100

2. An L2− projection of a discontinuous function

The interface conditions (Eq. 3) give rise to solutions that may be discon-

tinuous between two compartments. The question is how to approximate a

discontinuous function using the continuous Galerkin method. We start from a

simple idea to establish an L2-projection of a discontinuous function p onto a
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piecewise continuous subspace Qh of the function space Q defined as

Q =

{
v

∣∣∣∣∣
∫

Ω

v2 + |∇v|2 dx <∞

}

The standard finite element method states: find uh ∈ Qh such that

(uh, vh)Ωh = (ph, vh)Ωh , ∀vh ∈ Qh (8)

where (·, ·)Ωh is the standard L2−inner product inQ, and Ωh is the discreization

of Ω. This would give a bad approximation since uh is a piecewise continuous

function.

Now we consider a better approach based on the idea that every function p

in Ω can be expressed as p = (1 − Φ) p0 + Φ p1 where pi ∈ Q and pi = p
∣∣∣
Ωi

.

The phase function Φ is defined as

Φ(x) =

0 if x ∈ Ω0

1 if x ∈ Ω1

(9)

This allows us to use a piecewise continuous function space V h = [Qh]2 on105

Ωh when searching for a discontinuous approximate function defined on Ωh.

Let us consider the bilinear form

a(uh, vh) = (uh, vh)Ωh = (uh, vh)Ωh
0
+(uh, vh)Ωh

1
= (uh0 , v

h
0 )Ωh

0
+(uh1 , v

h
1 )Ωh

1
(10)

We can define ui on function spaces Qh
i corresponding to Ωhi to couple the

system but here we want to use the same function space V h. So, we write

a(uh, vh) = (1− Φ)(uh0 , v
h
0 )Ωh + Φ (uh1 , v

h
1 )Ωh (11)

The L2−projection is stated as: find uh = (uh0 , u
h
1 ) ∈ Vh ≡ [Qh]2 such that

a(uh, vh) = L(vh), ∀vh = (vh0 , v
h
1 ) ∈ Vh (12)

where

L(vh) =
(
1− Φ

)(
ph, vh0

)
Ω

+Φ
(
ph, vh1

)
Ω

Now uh = (1−Φ)uh0 +Φuh1 is discontinuous and would be a better approximation

to p.
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In practice, the coupling Eq. (11) is ill conditioned since it contains two zero

blocks. We, therefore, add to Eq. (11) the following stabilization term

amstab(u
h, vh) = β Φ

(
uh0 , v

h
0

)
Ωh

+β
(
1− Φ

)(
uh1 , v

h
1

)
Ωh

(13)

where β is a parameter which is small enough to avoid accumulating computa-

tional errors. Fig. 1 shows what the matrix coupling looks like. The resulting110

matrix consists of two zero blocks which makes the matrix ill conditioned (left

figure). We then add a parametric matrix C that does not generate a large

error with respect to the original matrix (right figure).

𝑴"

0

0

𝑴𝟏

𝑢"% &'(

𝑢"% &')

𝑢*% &'(

𝑢*% &')

𝑴"

C

C

𝑴𝟏

Fixed

Figure 1: Matrix coupling for the L2−projection problem: the resulting matrix consists of

two zero blocks which makes the matrix ill conditioned (left figure). We add the matrix C

such that it does not generate a large error (right figure).

Remarks

Equation (13) is defined differently from problem to problem. It is convenient115

because it is explicitly added to the bilinear form. It is, however, recommended

to change the two zero blocks to two identity matrices if we can derive the ma-

trices explicitly. It will take only some more memory, compared to the standard

FEM, but no extra work is needed to solve the system.
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3. An extended finite element method for the Bloch-Torrey equation120

Multiply both sides of Eq. (1) with a test function v ∈ Q and integrate over

Ω (∂u
∂t
, v
)

=
(
−I γf(t) g · xu, v

)
+
(
∇ ·
(
D∇u

)
, v
)

(14)

where (·, ·) is the inner product in L2(Ω). Apply the Green’s first identity for

the diffusion term and the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions on ∂Ω(∂u
∂t
, v
)

=
(
−I γf(t) g · xu, v

)
−
(
D∇u,∇v

)
+

∫
Γ

D∇u · n v dS (15)

Now if we let u = (1− Φ)u0 + Φu1 and v = (1− Φ) v0 + Φ v1, we have(∂u
∂t
, v
)

Ω0∪Ω1

=
(
−I γf(t) g·xu, v

)
Ω0∪Ω1

−
(
D∇u,∇v

)
Ω0∪Ω1

+
r〈
D∇u·n0, v

〉z
(16)

where 〈
a
〉

=

∫
Γ

a dS, JaK = a0 − a1,

(a, b)Ω0∪Ω1 =

∫
Ω0

a0 b0 dx+

∫
Ω1

a1 b1 dx = (1− Φ)

∫
Ω

a0 b0 dx+ Φ

∫
Ω

a1 b1 dx

Let {a} =
a0 + a1

2
, The jump conditions on Γ (Eq. 3) can be expressed as

r
D∇u · n0

z
= 0{

D∇u · n0
}

= −κ JuK
(17)

Using the fact that

Ja bK = {a} JbK + JaK
{
b
}

we have
r〈
D∇u · n0, v

〉z
= −κ

〈
JuK, JvK

〉
(18)

Finally, substituting Eq. (18) to Eq. (16) we obtain a compact variational form

for the two-compartment as(
∂u

∂t
, v

)
Ω0∪Ω1

=
(
−I γf(t) g · xu, v

)
Ω0∪Ω1

−

(
D∇u,∇v

)
Ω0∪Ω1

−κ
〈
JuK, JvK

〉
(19)
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4. Space-time discretization

The explicit RKC method [12, 18] is suitable for moderately stiff ordinary

differential equations and was used in [7, 8] for simulations of diffusion MRI

with low gradient strengths. We will show later that the method is inefficient

for high gradient strength which has been used in NMR, for instance in [19]. As

in [9], we will discretize the time domain by the θ−method which is defined as

Um = θUn + (1− θ)Un−1

The two extreme cases, i.e θ = 0 and θ = 1, are well-known as the explicit

Forward Euler (FE) and implicit Backward Euler (BE) methods. The time-step

size in FE method is constrained by the CFL condition for the stability whereas

the BE is unconditionally stable. Both cases are less interesting in practice since125

they both have first-order convergence. The most interesting method is with

θ = 0.5 in which we have a second-order method refered to as a Crank-Nicolson

(CN) method. This method is implicit and unconditionally stable.

The extended finite element method corresponding to the θ−method is

stated as: Find (Un0 , U
n
1 ) ∈ V h such that(

Un − Un−1

kn
, vh

)
=
(
−I γf(t) g·xUm, vh

)
−

(
D∇Um,∇vh

)
−κ
〈
JUm

y
, Jvh

y〉
(20)

for all (vh0 , v
h
1 ) ∈ V h. Here Uk = (1−Φ)Uk0 + ΦUk1 and vh = (1−Φ) vh0 + Φ vh1 .

The bilinear and linear forms are defined by

a(Un, vh) =

(
Un

kn
, vh

)
−θ F (Un, vh, t

n)

L(vh) =

(
Un−1

kn
, vh

)
+(1− θ)F

(
Un−1, vh, t

n−1

) (21)

where

F (u, v, t) =
(
−I γf(t) g · xu, v

)
−
(
D∇u,∇v

)
−κ
〈
Ju

y
, Jv

y〉
(22)

The linear system of equations corresponding to the billinear and linear forms

(Eq. 21) is

AUn = F (23)
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where

A = M (kn)−1 − θ
(
−I γ f(tn)J − S − I

)
(24)

Here M and S are referred to as the mass and stiffness matrices respectively,130

J and I are corresponding to the first and third terms on the right-hand side

of F (Eq. 22), i.e (g · xu, v) and κ
〈
Ju

y
, Jv

y〉
.

5. Allow water exchange at the external boundaries

To avoid having to modify directly the finite element matrices, the pseudo-

periodic boundary conditions (Eq. 4) will be implemented weakly through the

use of an artificial permeability coefficient, κe, similarly to [16] (see also in

Appendix A). The artificial permeability condition at the external boundaries

is of the form:

Dm∇um · nm = κe
(
us e

I θms − um
)
,

Ds∇us · ns = κe
(
um e

I θsm − us
)
,

(25)

where κe reflects how much the water can exchange at the boundaries and

θms = −θsm = γ g · (xs − xm)F(t).

As κe → ∞, the jump conditions (Eq. 25) become the pseudo-periodic condi-

tions (Eq. 4). We can use the jump conditions with a large artificial permeability

κe to approximate the pseudo-periodic boundary conditions. Based on the fact

that the transverse diffusion coefficient inside the membrane layer (which is per-

pendicular to Γ) Dn is related to the permeability κ and the thickness η of Γ in

the following way (see [20]):

κ ≈ Dn

η
,

we propose to use κe = D
h where h is the element size.

The stability is constrained by the CFL condition and the time-step size

is inversely proportional to κe when we chose to approximate us(t
n) ≈ Un−1

s

and um(tn) ≈ Un−1
m [16]. The time step needs to be very small for fine meshes
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to ensure the stability. Here we use the following approximation (operator

splitting) to have an unconditionally stable scheme

Dm∇um · nm ≈ κe
(
Un−1
s eI θ

n
ms − Unm

)
,

Ds∇us · ns ≈ κe
(
Un−1
m eI θ

n
sm − Uns

)
.

(26)

This approach is more efficient for parallelization than those in [13, 14, 15] since135

no matrix modification is needed to impose the permeability κe. It also allows

for an arbitrary meshes.

6. Implementation in FEniCS and FEniCS-HPC

The FEniCS [21, 22] is a collection of open-source packages to enable au-

tomated solution of differential equations. It provides automated evaluation140

of variational forms given a high-level description in mathematical notation.

The FEniCS-HPC [23, 24] is optimized for massively parallel architectures, and

implements duality-based adaptive error control, implicit parameter-free turbu-

lence modeling by the use of stabilized FEM and shows strong linear scaling up

to thousands of cores [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30].145

The proposed method has been implemented both in the FEniCS for moderate-

scale simulations and in the FEniCS-HPC for large-scale simulations. The

billinear and linear forms for the θ−method (Eq. 20) can be implemented in

the form of a compact code with a few command lines as you can see in Listing

1 in the Appendix C. To speed up the computation, it is more efficient to avoid150

assembling matrices at each time step. In practice, we can prepare some matri-

ces beforehand for this purpose (see Listing 2 in Appendix C). The complement

matrix C is set to identity by simply calling M.ident_zeros(). The software is

available upon request.
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7. Numerical results155

7.1. Optimal convergence in space discretization

We consider a steady-state problem on Ω = Ω0 ∪ Ω1

−∆u+ u = p (27)

where Ω0 is either a circle of radius r = 0.5, i.e Ω0 =
{

(x, y)
∣∣x2 + y2 ≤ r2

}
or

a square Ω0 = [−0.4, 0.4]2 which is embedded in a square Ω = [−1, 1]2.

At the interface Γ = Ω0 ∩ Ω1, we impose the flux conditions

q
∇u · n

y
= gj{

∇u · n
}

= ga

(28)

where the source p, the jump and average in flux gj and ga are computed

corresponding to the reference solution (see Fig. 2)

ue =

16 ( 1
2 − x

2) (4− y2)− 20 in Ω0

1 + −x2+y2

(x2+y2)2 in Ω1

(29)

The extended finite element method: Find (U0, U1) ∈ V h such that

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The reference solutions for the test problem (Eq. 27) on Ω = Ω0 ∪Ω1 with the flux

conditions (Eq. 28). Ω0 is either a square Ω0 = [−0.4, 0.4]2 (a) or a circle of radius r = 0.5,

i.e Ω0 =
{

(x, y)
∣∣x2 + y2 ≤ r2

}
(b) which is embedded in a square Ω = [−1, 1]2
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a(U, vh) = L(vh), ∀vh ∈ V h (30)

where the bilinear and linear forms are defined as

a(u, v) = (1− Φ)

((
∇u0,∇v0

)
+(u0, v0)

)
+Φ

((
∇u1,∇v1

)
+(u1, v1)

)
L(v) = (1− Φ) (p, v0) + Φ (p, v1) +

〈
gj , {v}

〉
+
〈
ga, JvK

〉 (31)

The Python code in Appendix B shows how to define them in the FEniCS

platform.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: The numerical solutions on initial meshes for the square cell (a) and circular cell

(b). The mesh is regular with right triangle in the first case and arbitrary triangles for the

second case. Both cases give optimal convergence (c).

160
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We perform the convergence test with initial meshes shown in Fig. 3a and

3b in which a regular mesh with right angled triangles is considered for the

square cell and arbitrary triangles for the circular cell. The numerical results

show optimal convergence in L2−norm for both cases when the linear (P1) and

quadratic (P2) basis functions are considered (see 3c).165

7.2. A comparison between the RKC method and the Crank-Nicolson method

We perform simulations on a two-layer cylinder of radius R0 = 10µm and

R1 = 20µm (Fig. 4a) to compare the RKC and the CN methods. The diffusion

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Phase function with triangulation (a) and a solution at t = 3000µs, q = 0.82T/m

for two cylindrical layers of R0 = 10µm,R1 = 20µm for δ = 5000µs,∆ = 10,000µs.

coefficient in both compartments is D0 = D1 = 3× 10−3mm2/s. Between two

layers a permeability of κ = 5× 10−5m/s was imposed and the PGSE with170

δ = 5000µs and ∆ = 10,000µs was used. The gradient strength varies between

0 and 1.83 T/m. Fig. 4b shows a snapshot of the real part of the solution at

t = 3000µs for q = 0.82 T/m.

The RKC controls the time-step sizes by a given error control rtol. In this

simulation, we considered rtol=1e-4 and rtol=1e-6 which correspond to the175

average time-step size of 104µs and 23µs respectively. The number of function
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evaluations varies between 225 and 2358 for rtol=1e-4 and between 445 and 5718

for rtol=1e-6. Three time-step sizes were considered for the Crank-Nicolson

method, ∆t = 30, 150, 300µs which correspond to 500, 100 and 50 time steps.

For low gradient strength (q < 1 T/m), both methods give good approxi-180

mation. The RKC starts oscillating with q > 0.5 T/m for rtol=1e-4 and the

approximation is still good up to q = 1.83 T/m for rtol=1e-6 although some os-

cillations start appearing when q > 1 T/m (Fig. 5a). The CN method appears

to be much more stable. It works with larger time-step sizes. Especially, at

∆t = 30µs, the numerical signal matches very well the reference solution (Fig.185

5b).

(a) Signals with the RKC method (b) Signals with the CN method

Figure 5: Signals on two cylindrical layers of R0 = 10µm, R1 = 20µm for δ = 5000µs,∆ =

10,000µs. For low gradient strength (q < 1 T/m), both methods give good approximation.

The RKC start oscillating with q > 0.5 T/m for rtol=1e-4 and the approximation is still

good up to q = 1.83 T/m for rtol=1e-6 although some oscillations start appearing when

q > 1 T/m (a). The CN method appears to be much more stable. It works with quite large

time-step size. Especially, at ∆t = 30µs, the numerical signal matches very well the reference

solution (b).

7.3. Allow water exchange at the external boundaries

We first perform 2D simulations on a domain Ω = [−10µm, 10µm]2. A regu-

lar mesh with right-angled triangles is used with a uniform initial condition. We

17



allow the water exchange at the external boundaries by imposing an artificial190

permeability κe = D
h to mimic diffusion in the free space. The reference signals

are available for two extreme cases: full permeability and impermeability. The

exact signal for the first case is well known as diffusion in the free space with

S = e−bD. In the latter, the reference signal is taken from the matrix formal-

ism [19]. The difference between the two reference signals reflects how much195

the spins interact with or see the external boundaries. If the two curves are

close each other, i.e., there is no significant interaction between the spins and

the boundaries, we can neglect the effect of the boundaries and the choice of

boundary conditions are less important. Here we chose long diffusion times such

that the spins clearly see the boundaries, i.e the two reference signal curves are200

quite different.

Fig. 6a shows the spatial convergence of the signals to the full permeability

for δ = ∆ = 10,000µs. The second order convergence is obtained at b =

3000 s/mm
2

(Fig. 6b). Here the time step size is set to ∆t = 1
2
h2

D which varies

between 333µs and 5µs. The temporal convergence of the computed signals205

to the full permeability case for the finest mesh is shown in Fig. 6c. The

convergence rate is almost quadratic for the three last b−values (Fig. 6d).

In reality, the computational domain is not free and it can include some cells.

The hindrance of the cell membrane reduces the probability that water molecules

see the external boundaries. This would reduce the effect of the boundaries and210

increase the accuracy of the approximation. To illustrate this phenomenon we

consider a 3D domain Ω = [−10µm, 10µm]3 which consists of periodic cells of

radius R = 9µm in x−direction (Fig. 7a).

We impose a permeability of κ = 10−5m/s between the cell and the extra-

cellular space. Fig. 7c shows a comparison between signals computed by the215

master-slave implementation on a periodic mesh as in [8] and those computed

by using an artifical permeability κe = D
h on the non-periodic mesh (Fig. 7b).

Although the diffusion time is long, i.e δ = ∆ = 50,000µs, two curves are close

each other for quite large time-step size ∆t = 500µs.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Spatial convergence (a, b) and temporal convergence (c,d) of the signals with κe = D
h

to the full permeability in a free space for b between 0 and 3000s/mm2. The convergence is

almost quadratic in both time and space.

7.4. Multi-layer structures220

An accurate method to calculate the NMR signals in some simple multilay-

ered structures such as multiple slabs, cylindrical or spherical shells was pro-

posed in [19]. Unfortunately, it is difficult to extend the method to general

geometries. In this section, we show that our method can be a good alternative

for more complex geometries.225

We first perform simulations on a three-layered sphere of radiiR = [5, 7.5, 10]µm

(Fig. 8a) for a PGSE with ∆ = 50 δ = 50,000µs. Fig. 8b shows signals for

different time-step sizes, ∆t = 510, 102, and 51µs, in comparison with the refer-
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(a) Periodic cells in x−direction (b) A non-periodic mesh

(c) A comparison in signals

Figure 7: A 3D domain Ω = [−10µm, 10µm]3 consists of periodic cells of radius R = 9µm

in x−direction (a). The signals are computed on a non-periodic mesh (b) and compared with

the standard master-slave approach on a periodic mesh. The difference between two signal

curves for δ = ∆ = 50,000µs and b between 0 and 3000 s/mm2 is less than 10% (c).

ence solution proposed in [19]. We see that the signals computed by our method

converge to the reference signals. At ∆t = 51µs, they match very well to the230

reference solution for a wide range of gradient strengths.

More generally, we show in Fig. 9d the signals for a three-layered torus (Figs.

9a and 9b) for which we do not have reference signals for an arbitrary gradient

direction. The radius from the center of the hole to the center of the torus
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(a) Three spherical layers (b) Signals for three spherical layers

Figure 8: The signals for different time-step sizes, ∆t = 510, 102, and 51µs, in comparison

with the reference solution proposed in [19] (b) with ∆ = 50 δ = 50,000µs for three-layer

structures of radii R = [5, 7.5, 10]µm (a).

tube is R = 20µm and the tube consists of three layers with radii of 5, 7.5 and235

10µm respectively. The simulations were performed for two gradient directions

g
‖g‖ = [1, 0, 0] and [0, 0, 1]. The first direction is computed with two temporal

discretizations ∆t = 51µs and 25.5µs which give quite close approximations.

The signals for the second direction are computed with ∆t = 25.5µs. The com-

puted signals approximate well the reference signals of the three circular layers240

in Fig. 9c.

7.5. Speedup ratio and parallel efficiency

In this section we clarify the timing, speedup ratio and parallel efficiency on

the Beskow super computer at KTH (https://www.pdc.kth.se/resources/

computers/beskow) by simulations on the three-layer torus described in Fig.245

9a. The simulations were performed for b = 1000 s/mm
2

and a PGSE with

δ = ∆ = 10,000µs. The linear system has 3,512,160 dofs for which the difference

between the reference signal and simulated signal is about 0.4%. We varied the

number of MPI processes between 2 and 256.

The speedup ratio is the ratio between timing for serial execution Tserial and

21
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(a) (b)

(c) Three circular layers (d)

Figure 9: Signals (d) computed in a torus (a) consisting of three layers (b). The radius from

the center of the hole to the center of the torus tube is R = 20µm and the radii of three

layers are 5, 7.5 and 10µm respectively. Two gradient directions g
‖g‖ = [1, 0, 0] and [0, 0, 1]

are considered. The second direction matches well the signal in three circular layers (c).

timing for parallel execution Tparallel, i.e

S(p) =
Tserial

Tparallel(p)
(32)

where p is the number of MPI processes used in the parallel execution.250
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The ideal speedup is Sideal(p) = p, i.e when p MPI processes are used, the

parallel execution will be p times faster than the serial execution.

The parallel efficiency is computed by

E =
S
p

(33)

The serial computation costs about 40 hours and the parallel computation with

256 MPI processes only costs 17 minutes (Fig, 10a). The speedup ratio is nearly

optimal (Fig. 10b) and the efficiency is more than 40% (Fig. 10c).255

7.6. Simulations on a pyramidal neuron

In this section, we perform simulations on a pyramidal neuron of an adult

female mouse (Fig. 11a) [31] to study how the signals decay under the effect

of the permeable membrane. It also shows that the method can be used to

simulate diffusion MRI for quite complex geometries.260

The morphology file (.swc) corresponding to the neuron was downloaded

from http://neuromorpho.org. The neuron is made of a soma with the surface

area of 1117.83 µm2 and small dendrites with the total length of 5953.41µm

and the average diameter of 1.2µm. The neuron is embedded in the center of

a computational domain Ω = [−250, 250] × [−250, 250] × [−100, 100]µm3 (Fig.265

11b). The surface and volume meshes were generated with ANSA from Beta-

CAE Systems https://www.beta-cae.com. The computational domain has

approximately 8.5M tetrahedrons, 1.5M vertices. The neuron itself needs small

elements to describe accurately small dendrites (see Fig. 11c) and its mesh

consists of 131,996 vertices and 431,326 tetrahedrons.270

The simulations were also carried out on the Beskow supercomputer for three

principle gradient directions g
‖g‖ = [1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0] and [0, 0, 1] and six b−values

between 0 and 5000 s/mm
2
. The computational domain was filled everywhere

with water by the use of uniform initial conditions. A PGSE sequence with

δ = 10,000µs and ∆ = 50,000µs was used with a time step size of ∆t = 60µs275

for the temporal discretization. The average timing is about 20 minutes per

b−value with 320 MPI processes.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10: Timing, speedup ratio and parallel efficiency on the Beskow. The simulations were

performed for the three-layer torus described in Fig. 9a. The simulations were performed for

b = 1000s/mm2 and the diffusion time δ = ∆ = 10000µs. The linear system has 3’512’160

dofs for which the difference between the reference signal and simulated signal is about 0.4%.

We varied the number of MPI processes between 2 and 256.

Fig. 11d shows the mean signals over the three gradient directions for dif-

ferent permeabilities. The vertical segment at each marker indicates the signal

variation. The signals decay faster for higher membrane permeabilities. At280

κ = 0.5 m/s, the signal is very close to that of the fully permeable membrane

which is S = e−bD. Here the diffusion coefficient of water D = 2.4× 10−3mm2/s

was used for both inside the neuron and the extra-cellular space. For the im-

permeable case (κ = 0), the signals decay nearly 80% at b = 5000 s/mm
2
. For
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: A pyramidal neuron of an adult female mouse (a) [31] downloaded from http:

//neuromorpho.org in which the soma surface area is 1117.83 µm2 and the dendrites have

the total length of 5953.41µm and the average diameter of 1.2µm. The neuron is embedded

in the center of a computational domain Ω = [−250, 250]× [−250, 250]× [−100, 100]µm3 (b)

which was meshed with 1.5M vertices and 8.5M tetrahedrons. The neuron itself needs small

elements to describe accurately small dendrites (a, c) and its mesh consists of 131,996 vertices

and 431,326 tetrahedrons. The signals were averaged over the three principle directions for

different membrane permeabilities (d). The vertical segment at each marker indicates the

signal variation. The signals decay faster for higher membrane permeabilities.

the commonly used permeability (κ = 5× 10−5 m/s), the signals decay quite a285

lot even for small b−values. The signal decay is about 75% for b = 1000 s/mm
2

and 95% for b = 5000 s/mm
2
.
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8. Conclusions and future works

The paper presents an extended finite element method for the two-compartment

Bloch-Torrey equation that allows for imposing the permeability interface con-290

ditions in the weak form with basis functions of arbitrary order. The temporal

scheme is unconditionally stable by the use of the Crank-Nicolson method. The

accuracy of the method is validated for multilayered structures where the signals

have a good agreement with the reference ones. We also show numerically that

artificial jump conditions at the external boundaries can be used to approximate295

the pseudo-periodic boundary conditions. This technique allows the water ex-

change at the external boundaries for non-periodic meshes. The framework is

of a high level simplicity and efficiency that facilitates parallelization. The pro-

posed method can be straightforwardly implemented in different FEM softwares

and it is implemented in the FEniCS for moderate-scale simulations and in the300

FEniCS-HPC for the large-scale simulations. The simulations on a pyramidal

neuron show that the method can be used to simulate diffusion MRI on more

complex geometries than have been done before. More realistic applications are

under consideration to uncover microstructure information of biological tissues.
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Appendices

Appendix A. Jump conditions at the external boundaries

The idea comes from a combination of the interface conditions between two

compartments and the pseudo-periodic conditions for the exterior boundaries.
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Since the computational domain Ω is extended periodically, in some cases the

cell interfaces touch the exterior boundary ∂Ω. To simplify the explanation, we

consider a computational domain Ω = [a1, b1]× [a2, b2] in which a cell is placed

touching x = a1 (Fig. A.12). The boundary needs to be periodic at x = a1 and

x = b1. The cell interior is characterized by a diffusion tensor Dc. The extra-

cellular space is the remaining part and is characterized by a diffusion tensor

De. The cell touches the boundary at the interface Σ, which is the intersection

between the cell boundary and ∂Ω. We recall the pseudo-periodic boundary

Figure A.12: When the cell interface touches ∂Ω, the interface conditions and periodic bound-

ary conditions are combined.

conditions for this specific domain

uea1 = ueb1 e
I θ,

De
a1∇u

e
a1 · nc = −De

b1∇u
e
b1 · ne e

I θ.
(A.1)

where

θ = γ g1 (b1 − a1)F(t),

and the interface conditions at Σ are

Dc
a1∇u

c
a1 · nc =κe(uea1 − u

c
a1)

De
a1∇u

e
a1 · ne =κe(uca1 − u

e
a1)

(A.2)

The combination of (A.1) and (A.2) with nc = −ne gives

Dc
a1∇u

c
a1 · nc =κe

(
ueb1 e

I θ − uca1
)
,

De
b1∇u

e
b1 · ne =κe

(
uca1 e

−I θ − ueb1
)
.

(A.3)
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A general version of this equation using the master-salve notation is

Dm∇um · nm = κe
(
us e

I θms − um
)
,

Ds∇us · ns = κe
(
um e

I θsm − us
)
,

(A.4)

where κe reflects how much water can exchange at the boundaries and

θms = −θsm = γ g · (xs − xm)F(t).

Appendix B. FEniCS code for the space-convergence test problem

V = VectorFunctionSpace(mesh , "CG", porder);315

u = TrialFunction(V);

v = TestFunction(V);

a = (inner(grad(u[0]),grad(v[0]))+u[0]*v[0])*(1-Phi)*dx \320

+(inner(grad(u[1]),grad(v[1]))+u[1]*v[1])*Phi*dx

# For the source p

L = p0*v[0]*(1-Phi)*dx + p1*v[1]*Phi*dx;

325

# For the flux

L += ( g_j*0.5*avg(v[0]+v[1])+g_a*avg(v[0]-v[1]) )*abs(jump(Phi))*dS

Appendix C. FEniCS code for the θ−method

Listing 1: Billinear and linear forms
330

GX=Expression("x[0]*g0+x[1]*g1", g0=g0, g1=g1,domain=mesh,degree=3);

def FuncF(ft, gnorm, GX, ur, ui, vr, vi, K):

Fr = ft*gnorm*GX*ui*vr - K*inner(grad(ur), grad(vr))

Fi = - ft*gnorm*GX*ur*vi - K*inner(grad(ui), grad(vi))

return Fr + Fi335
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def interface_cond(kappa, u0rm, u1rm, v0r, v1r, u0im, u1im, v0i, v1i):

F_bcr = kappa*(u0rm-u1rm)*(v0r-v1r)

F_bci = kappa*(u0im-u1im)*(v0i-v1i)

return F_bcr + F_bci340

def ThetaMethod(ft, gnorm, GX, u0r, u0i, v0r, v0i, u1r, u1i, v1r, v1i,

u0r_0, u0i_0, u1r_0, u1i_0,k, K, theta, Phi):

a0 = (u0r/k*v0r + u0i/k*v0i -theta*FuncF(ft, gnorm, GX, u0r , u0i ,

v0r, v0i, K))*(1-Phi)*dx345

a1 = (u1r/k*v1r +u1i/k*v1i -theta*FuncF(ft, gnorm, GX, u1r , u1i ,

v1r, v1i, K))*Phi*dx

L0 = (u0r_0/k*v0r + u0i_0/k*v0i+(1-theta)*FuncF(ft, gnorm, GX,

u0r_0, u0i_0, v0r, v0i, K))*(1-Phi)*dx

L1 = (u1r_0/k*v1r +u1i_0/k*v1i+(1-theta)*FuncF(ft, gnorm, GX, u1r_0,350

u1i_0, v1r, v1i, K))*Phi*dx

a_bc = avg( (theta*icondition(kappa, u0r , u1r , v0r, v1r, u0i , u1i

, v0i, v1i)))*abs(jump(Phi))*dS;

L_bc = avg((1-theta)*icondition(kappa, u0r_0, u1r_0, v0r, v1r,355

u0i_0, u1i_0, v0i, v1i))*abs(jump(Phi))*dS;

return a0+a1+a_bc, L0+L1-L_bc

Listing 2: Time independent matrices to avoid repeating assembling process
360

def NoTimeMatrices(u0r, u0i, v0r, v0i, u1r, u1i, v1r, v1i, K, GX, kappa,

theta, phase):

m0 = (u0r*v0r + u0i*v0i)*(1-phase)*dx

m1 = (u1r*v1r + u1i*v1i)*phase*dx

M = assemble(m0+m1);365

j0 = -GX*(u0i*v0r - u0r*v0i)*(1-phase)*dx
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j1 = -GX*(u1i*v1r - u1r*v1i)*phase*dx

J = assemble(j0+j1);

s0 = K*( inner(grad(u0r), grad(v0r)) + inner(grad(u0i), grad(v0i))370

)*(1-phase)*dx

s1 = K*( inner(grad(u1r), grad(v1r)) + inner(grad(u1i), grad(v1i))

)*phase*dx

S = assemble(s0+s1)

375

im = avg( icondition(kappa, u0r , u1r , v0r, v1r, u0i , u1i , v0i,

v1i) )*abs(jump(phase))*dS;

I = assemble(im)

M.ident_zeros();380

return M, J, S, I
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